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Introduction

The elementary theorems of the classical treatment of symmetric and al-

ternate matrices may be shown, without change in the proofs, to hold for

matrices whose elements are in any field of characteristic not two. The proofs

fail in the characteristic two case and the results cannot hold since here the

concepts of symmetric and alternate matrices coincide. But it is possible to

obtain a unified treatment. We shall provide this here by adding a condition

to the definition of alternate matrices which is redundant except for fields of

characteristic two. The proofs of the classical results will then be completed

by the addition of two necessary new arguments.

The theorems on the definiteness of real symmetric matrices have had no

analogues for general fields. They have been based on the property that the

sum of any twonon-negative real numbers is non-negative. This is equivalent

to the property that for every real a and b we have a2+b2 = c2 for a real c.

But a2+b2 = (a+b)2 in any field of characteristic two and we shall use this

fact to obtain complete analogues for arbitrary fields of characteristic two

of the usual theorems on the definiteness of real symmetric matrices.

Quadratics forms may be associated with symmetric matrices and the

problem of their equivalence is equivalent to the problem of the congruence

of the corresponding matrices. This is true except when the field of reference

has characteristic two where no matric treatment has been given. We shall

associate quadratic forms in this case with a certain type of non-symmetric

matrix and shall use our results on the congruence of alternate matrices to

obtain a matrix treatment of the quadratic form problem.

The classical theoremsf on pairs of symmetric or alternate matrices with

complex elements will be shown here to be true for matrices with elements

in any algebraically closed field whose characteristic is not two. This will be

seen to imply that any two symmetric (or alternate) matrices are orthog-

onally equivalent if and only if they are similar. But the proof fails for

fields of characteristic two.

* Presented to the Society, April 10, 1937; received by the editors April 26, 1937.

t Cf. L. E. Dickson, Modern Algebraic Theories, chap. 6. See also the report of C. C MacDuffee,

Ergebnisse der Mathematik, vol. 21 (1933), part 5, for this material as well as the classical results

referred to above. The theory will also be found in J. H. M. Wedderburn's Lectures on Matrices,

American Mathematical Society Colloquium Publications, vol. 17, 1934.
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We shall prove the existence of two similar symmetric matrices with ele-

ments in a field g of characteristic two which are not orthogonally equivalent

in the algebraically closed extension of ft. Our treatment of the theory of the

orthogonal equivalence in g of characteristic two will be rational, that is, no

algebraic closure properties of g will be assumed. Our formulation will in-

volve a recasting of the theory of similarity of square matrices and then a

corresponding parallel treatment of the theory of orthogonal equivalence. In

particular we shall obtain a complete determination of the invariant factors

of any symmetric matrix in g of characteristic two.

The generalized transposition concept called an involution* J of the set

of all «-rowed square matrices arises naturally in any rational treatment of

orthogonal equivalence. The consequent study of the /-orthogonal equiva-

lence of /-symmetric and /-alternate matrices will be introduced here and

various important special types treated in subsequent papers.

I. Congruence theory

1. Elementary concepts. Let % be an arbitrary field, and let vl = (a,7)

(i,j= 1, • • • , ») be an «-rowed square matrix with elements an in g. We use

the customary notation A ' for the transpose of A and call A symmetric if

A' = A. We shall modify the usual definition of alternate matrices however,

and make the classically consistent definition :

Definition. A matrix A is called alternate (or skew-symmetric) if A' — —A,

and the diagonal elements an of A are all zero.

Notice that when the characteristic of % is not two the final part of our

definition is redundant. But when the characteristic is two every symmetric

matrix has the property A = — A' and the condition will be shown to be es-

sential. We shall also call a matrix A non-alternate symmetric if A =A ' and A

is not alternate according to our definition above. This last condition is re-

dundant except for fields of characteristic two, in which case we are simply

assuming that A=A' has a non-zero diagonal element.

Two square matrices A and B with elements in a field g are said to be

congruent in % if there exists a non-singular matrix P with elements in g such

that B=PAP'. It is easy to prove the following lemmas:!

Lemma 1. Let B be obtained from A by any permutation of its rows followed

by the same permutation on the columns. Then B and A are congruent in %.

* See the author's paper, Involutorial simple algebras and real Riemann matrices, Annals of

Mathematics, vol. 36 (1935), pp. 886-964. p. 894 for the definition and some elementary properties

of involutions.

t The proofs of these lemmas may be found in the author's Modern Higher Algebra, chap. 5,

University of Chicago Press, 1937.
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Lemma 2. Replace the ith row of A by the sum of this row and any linear com-

bination of the remaining rows. Follow this with the corresponding column re-

placement. Then the resulting matrix B is congruent to A.

If G and H are square matrices, the matrix

/G0\
1) A =( )

\0  H/

is called the direct sum of G and H. This notion has an immediate generaliza-

tion to the direct sum

C,)
of square matrices G* called the components of A. It is clear that A is sym-

metric if and only if its components are symmetric. Also A is alternate if and

only if the components of A axe all alternate. But in a field of characteristic

two a matrix A may be non-alternate symmetric and yet may have some

alternate components but has at least one non-alternate component. We shall

show later that such matrices are always congruent to diagonal matrices, that

is, to direct sums of one-rowed square matrices. Our proofs will depend partly

on the almost trivial consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2.

Lemma 3. Let A have the form (1). Then A is congruent to

/Go 0

\0   Z/o

for any G0 congruent to G and Ha congruent to H.

A principal sub-matrix of A is a sub-matrix whose main diagonal is a part

of the main diagonal of A. The determinants of principal sub-matrices are

called principal minors of A. Then it may easily be shownt that Lemmas 1

and 2 yield the following theorem:

Lemma 4. Let G be a non-singular principal sub-matrix of a symmetric or

alternate matrix A. Then A is congruent in % to

B = (G°)
VO  El

whose principal minors having \ G \ as sub-determinant have the same values as

those of A.

* We shall henceforth use the notation diag[Gi, • • • , Cs] for (2) to simplify printing,

t See the author's Modern Higher Algebra, chap. 5.

■
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The one-rowed principal minors of A are the elements a¡¿. When they are

all zero and A' = +A the two-rowed principal minors are

(3) = ± (aii)2 = 0 (*,/- !,••• ,»),
0    an

a¡i 0

if and only if A =0. Thus we have the following lemma:

Lemma 5. Every symmetric or alternate matrix A^O has a non-zero one- or

two-rowed principal minor.

We shall close our discussion of the tools of our theory by proving the

lemma:

Lemma 6. Let A and B be r-rowed non-singular matrices, and let

(A 0\ (B 0\

<4) * - (o o> * - (o o)

be n-rowed square matrices. Then B0 =PA oP' for a non-singular P if and only if

(5) '"O        QAQ'-B'
where Q and R are non-singular.

It is clear that the lemma implies that if QAQ' =B for Q non-singular, we

may choose any R and S such that R is non-singular and obtain PA0P' = B0.

These results are an immediate consequence of the computation

(6, ,a#=(qs)(a °)i* k'\ - <qaq' qak)=c °)
\KR/\0  0/VS"  R'J       \KAQ' KAK'J      \0  0/

if and only if QAQ' = B, QAK' = KAQ' = KAK' = 0. But B is non-singular
and so is A. Hence Q is non-singular, so therefore is AQ', and A" =0 is our only

condition.

2. Congruence of alternate matrices. We shall prove the following the-

orem:

Theorem 1. Every matrix congruent to an alternate matrix is an alternate

matrix.

For let Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn be independent indeterminates over %

(7) x = (»i, ■ • • , Xn), A = (au) ii, j = 1, • • • , n).

If a,i= —an, the quadratic form

n

(8) xAx' = 23 x>a¡jXj = 23 flax? .
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When also A is alternate the aif axe all zero and

xAx' = 0.

We let B =PAP', y = (yx, ■ ■ ■ , yn), and have B'=-B. But

yBy' = 2~2 buy? - xAx',        x = yP,

so that yBy' =xAx'=0 in the y< and the bu = 0. Hence B is alternate.

The proof is of course unnecessary for fields g of characteristic not two.

Notice that it implies the theorem :

Theorem 2. Every matrix congruent to a non-alternate symmetric matrix is

non-alternate symmetric.

We may also easily prove the following theorem :

Theorem 3. Two alternate matrices are congruent in % if and only if they

have the same rank 2t.

For if A f^O is alternate, its diagonal elements are all zero. By Lemma 5

A has a two-rowed principal minor

/0 -a\

with ai¿0. By Lemma 4 the matrix A is congruent to

/PoO \

Vo aJ'
But

« HT X DOC'DOC "S-
so that by Lemma 3, ^4 is congruent to

\0   ¿o/

We apply Theorem 1 to see that ^40 is alternate. A repetition of this process

by the use of Lemma 3 shows that A is congruent to the direct sum

(11) diag [Pi,- • • ,Et, 0],        Ei = E,

where 2t is the rank of A. Any other alternate matrix of rank 2t is congruent

to (11) and hence to A, and we have Theorem 3.

The proof given above is valid for general fields only because we have

proved Theorem 1. Notice that we have the following consequence:
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Theorem 4. Every alternate matrix of rank 2t is congruent in % to

O    -/,      O'

(12) I,      O       O

.0       O       0.

where 7¡ is the t-rowed identity matrix.

This new form of Theorem 3 is a consequence of (11) and Lemma 1.

3. Congruence of non-alternate symmetric matrices. The Lemmas 1, 3,

4, 5 may be applied to an arbitrary symmetric matrix. They show that every

symmetric matrix is congruent to a direct sum of matrices of the forms

/0 a\
(a),        ^ J, (a^Oing).

But as in (10) we have

(or1  0\ /0 a\ /0 1\

By Lemma 1 we have the preliminary reduction given by the following

lemma:

Lemma 7. Every symmetric matrix is congruent in $ to a matrix

(14) diag[D,G,0],

where D is a diagonal matrix with elements in g and G is a direct sum of two-

rowed matrices

(15) o-
The reduction of symmetric matrices with elements in a field g of char-

acteristic not two is evidently completed by the fact that

«     C-X X-j
-(.; DC-D-C-D-

and then that the matrix G is congruent to a diagonal matrix whose diagonal

elements are all 2 or —2. But the corresponding transformation in % of char-

acteristic two is clearly singular. We complete our reduction in this case by

the computation in the following theorem:
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Theorem 5. Leta^O be in g of characteristic two and

(17)

Then

A =

a O O

O O 1

O 1 0.

p =

íi i oí

1 O a

1  1 a

PAP' = ah

where I3 is the thfee-rowed identity matrix.

The result above seems quite remarkable, as one might expect that the

matrix A which has an alternate sub-matrix would not be congruent to a

multiple of the identity matrix. We verify the computation in

(18)

1  1 0)   fa 0 01

1 0 a

[1  1 a]  [0 1 OJ

0 0 1

faOll  fill

P' = o a 0 1 0 1

a a 1J   [ 0 a a

a a + a      a + a

a + a a          a + a

a + a a+a a + a + a.

al3,

since a+a = 0.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5 and Lemma 7 we have the

following theorem:

Theorem 6. Every non-alternate symmetric matrix is congruent to a diagonal

matrix.

The problem of finding when two diagonal matrices are congruent is not

solvable in a general field, as the structural properties of the field are involved

in this question. It is usual then to assume that g is a field such that for every

a of g there exists a b in g such that b2 = a. Then for this case two non-alternate

symmetric matrices are congruent if and only if they have the same rank. Finally,

as in the classical theory, we may obtain a so-called Kronecker reduction of

non-alternate symmetric matrices to diagonal form. The results are nearly

the same as in the classical theory ; they depend essentially on Lemma 6, and

we shall not give the proofs. The only difference is that when in the Kronecker

reduction we obtain a matrix

Mr-,   0\

Vo    e)'

with E the matrix of (15), we use (16) if % does not have characteristic two
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and obtain a corresponding pair of diagonal elements 2,-2. But when g has

characteristic two the Kronecker reduction is completed by the use of Theo-

rem 5. Thus we replace E by

c:>
where a is any diagonal element obtained at any stage of the reduction.

4. Definite symmetric matrices. The field dt' of all real numbers has the

characteristic property that if a and o are in 9Î', there exists a c in dt' such

that c2 = a2 + b2. This result has the analogue a2 + b2 = ia+b)2 in fields of char-

acteristic two, and we shall use these results to obtain an analogue of the con-

cept of definiteness of real symmetric matrices.

Definition. A symmetric matrix A with elements in a field g will be called

semi-definite if A is congruent in g to

a
where r is the rank of A, and Ir is the r-rowed identity matrix. A non-singular

semi-definite matrix will be called definite.

In the remainder of the section we assume that g has characteristic two.*

Clearly Theorem 1 implies that alternate matrices are never semi-definite.

However by Theorems 4 and 5 the matrix

/I 0\

(19) (o,)

is semi-definite for every alternate matrix A. We use this result in the proof

of the following theorem:

Theorem 7. A non-alternate symmetric matrix with elements in g of char-

acteristic two is semi-definite if and only if its diagonal elements are the squares

of elements of %.

If A¿¿0 is one-rowed, it has the form (a2), is congruent to h, and is

definite. Hence our theorem is true for one-rowed matrices, and we make an

induction on the order of A. Let A = (a,-,) be «-rowed,

an = a,i,        an = a,2 (ait an in g).

At least one a.-^O, and there is no loss of generality if we assume that ai^O.

* As the field of reference in what follows will sometimes be general and sometimes of character-

istic two we shall henceforth designate that it has characteristic two by writing S5(2) except when the

condition is explicitly stated.
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Multiply the first row and column of A by ax~l and replace an by 1, A by a

congruent matrix B = (e¿,), bu = b?, ¿>,-,- = bu- We add biX times the first row of B

to its ith row and replace biX by 0, bu by bu + b2x = (bi + biXy = c?. The corre-

sponding column transformation then replaces bu by 0, and leaves c,3 un-

altered. Thus A is congruent to the direct sum

¡1  0\

(20) (o c>

where the diagonal elements of C are ct2, ct in g(2). If C is alternate we have

seen that the matrix (20) is semi-definite. Otherwise C is semi-definite by our

induction and so is A.

Conversely let A be semi-definite so that

a - (Pl P2\ f1 °\ (P{ Pi\ _ (PlP{ PlPi\

' \P3 Pj \0 0/ \P¿ P¡) ~ \P3P{ P3P3V*

Then if Pi = (d;,), the diagonal elements of P\P{ have the form X¿=i^?í

= d=i^»í)2- Similarly the diagonal elements oiP-iPí are squares.

Corollary. The principal minors of a semi-definite symmetric matrix are

the squares of elements of jÇ(2).

For every principal sub-matrix B of a semi-definite matrix is semi-definite

by our theorem. If | B\ =0, our result is true. Let \B\ ¿¿0, so that B is definite

and B=PP', \B\ = |P|2 as desired.

The classical result on real symmetric matrices states that A is positive

semi-definite if and only if every principal minor of A is non-negative, that

is, the square of a real number. Theorem 7 has a weaker hypothesis than the

theorem about the real field but, in view of our corollary, the same conclusion.

Thus our result is a true analogue of the corresponding real theorem.

In a later section we shall require the theorem :

Theorem 8. Let A be a semi-definite matrix with elements in an infinite field

g of characteristic two. Then there exist quantities a in % such that

(21) a4Z + A

is definite.

For the diagonal elements of (21) are squares in %i2) when this is true of A.

The determinant d(a) of (21) is a polynomial in a with leading coefficient

unity, and thus there exist infinitely many elements a in %{2) such that

d(a)?¿0, (21) is definite.

5. Hermitian matrices. The classical theory of the conjunctivity of Her-

mitian matrices with elements in a field $ holds for arbitrary fields. To verify
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this note that the theory has already been shown to be valid for fields of

characteristic not two.* Let now g(2) be a field of characteristic two, and let

$ be a separable quadratic field over g(2). This is«the only case that need be

considered. Then

(22) $ = g<2>(0),        02 = 0 + c,

so that every k of $ has the form

(23) k = ki + kid iki, k2 in %&>).

The correspondence

(24) k <-> k = ki+ k2id + 1)

is an automorphism of $ over g(2) with the property k = k. The theory of

Hermitian matrices is then a theory of matrices A with elements in $. Write

(25) A = ion),        1 = iäii).

Then (.4 ') = A ' is called the conjugate transpose of A ; and we call a matrix

A Hermitian if A = A'.

Two Hermitian matrices A and B with elements in $ are said to be con-

junctive in $£ if

(26) B = DAD'

for a non-singular D with elements in $. It is clear that all of the results lead-

ing up to our reduction theorem to diagonal form hold.

Our reduction theory is now an immediate consequence of

<27)       GH-'.K-DGD-GD
since 0 = 0+1, 8+9=1. We combine this result with the Hermitian analogue

of Lemma 7 and have proved the following theorem :

Theorem 9. Every Hermitian matrix is conjunctive in ®toa diagonal matrix

with elements in g(2).

When % is a perfect fieldt we have the usual result:

Theorem 10. ^4«y two Hermitian matrices with elements in $ over a perfect

g of characteristic two are conjunctive in $ if and only if they have the same rank.

* Cf. the author's Modern Higher Algebra. The theory is almost exactly the same as in L. E.

Dickson's Modern Algebraic Theories.

f A perfect field 5 of characteristic two has the property that every a of % is equal to b2, b in %.

Such fields with an over-field Ä = 3(0) exist. For the definition see van der Waeiden'sModerne Algebra,

vol. 1, as well as the author's own Modern Higher Algebra.
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The proof of the above result is trivial and will be omitted.

II. Quadratic forms

1. The matrices of a quadratic form. Let

x = (xi, • ■ • , xn),        y = (yx, ■ ■ ■ , y„)

with independent indeterminates xx, ■ ■ ■ ,yn over any field %. If A is a sym-

metric matrix with elements in g the form xAy is called a symmetric bilinear

form in the variables xt, y¡. A trivial computation then shows that two such

bilinear forms are equivalent if and only if their matrices are congruent. Thus

the symmetric matrix and the symmetric bilinear form theories are equiva-

lent. Analogous results evidently hold when A is Hermitian, xAy is an Her-

mitian bilinear form. Moreover the theory of Hermitian quadratic forms x^4x

is also equivalent to the theory of Hermitian matrices since we may always

choose xi, ■ ■ • , xn, xi, • • - , x„ to be independent indeterminates over j?. In

the theory of fields of characteristic not two the theory of quadratic forms is

equivalent to that of symmetric matrices. This is not true for fields % of char-

acteristic two, and we shall develop this theory here. It was developed for the

case of a finite field by L. E. Dickson (American Journal of Mathematics,

vol. 21 (1899), p. 194), but the results obtained there do not hold for an

arbitrary field % of characteristic two. We introduce the theory as follows:

Every quadratic form in « independent indeterminates has the form

1,... ,n

(28) / = /(Xl,  •   •  •   ,  Xn)   =     2~2    XittijXj.

This expression is clearly not unique, but if also

(29) / = 2~2 XiOoijXj,
i.i

then, by equating the coefficients of x? and x,x„ we have

(30) an = aoii,        a¿,- + a,¿ = a0¿,- + a0ji.

Write x = (xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn), A = (a,,), A 0 = (a0i,), so that

(31) /= xAx' = xAox'.

Then (30) states that A+A' =Ao+A0', A and ^40 have the same diagonal

elements. The matrix A0—A has zero diagonal elements and (Ao — A)'

= AÔ—A' = A—Ao=—(Ao—A). Conversely let f=xAx' and A0=A+N,

where N=—N' and the diagonal elements of N axe all zero. Then

Ao+Aó =A+A',f=xA0x'. We have proved the following theorem:
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Theorem 11. Let f=xAx', g = xA0x', A0=A+N. Then f=g if and only

if N is an alternate matrix.

In the study of quadratic forms with coefficients in a field g of charac-

teristic not two it is customary to choose a unique matrix

(32) A = (an),        atj = \(aon + a0y»)

so that A is symmetric. Then the theory of quadratic forms is equivalent to

that of symmetric matrices. This is impossible in g(2) of characteristic two

both because (32) is impossible and because if A = (an)=A', then f = xAx'

='22ï=1aaX?. It is now natural to make the following definition:

Definition. A quadratic form f with coefficients in afield g of characteristic

two is called diagonal or non-diagonal according as f does or does not have the

expression

(33) f = ai*i2 + • - - + anx„2 (a¡ in g).

We shall now assume that the characteristic of g(2) is two. By a non-

singular linear transformation

n

(34) Xi = 53 yid.j ■
i-l

with matrix D = (da) we carry a quadratic form/ into what is called an equiv-

alent form g. If A is a matrix, f=xAx', and y = (yi, • • • , y„), then x = yD,

(35) g = yDA(yD)' = yDAD'y'.

Hence DAD' is one possible matrix of g.

Consider in particular the case where

(36) f=xi2+ xi,

and write

/l 0\
(37) *i-yi + yi,        x2 = y2,        x = (yi, y2) I       j = yD.

Then in a field g(2) we have

(38) yi =  Xi+ X2, f = g =   yi2 ,

since (xi+x2)2=x? +xf. A matrix of g is

/l 0>
(39) B

O-

-(   )
\0 0/
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which is not merely incongruent to the two-rowed identity matrix A but does

not even have the same rank. However

(40)      «""-»'-QQ-GJ)-j + (JJ).
We now consider the general theory of quadratic forms in the light of the

above example. Write

(41)

Then the matrix

(42)

* ,3'=1,. ■ • ,n

J =      S.      XiaijXj.
iéi

an ßis

0 a22

0 0

0 0

ax n-i      ax„

a2 „_i       a2n

ßn-l n-l     an-X n

is uniquely determined by /. We make a non-singular transformation x = yD

and carry/into

(43) g = y By',

where B has the form B = (bi,), £>,,=0 for i>j. Then

(44) B - DAD' = N

is alternate by Theorem 11.

Theorem 12. Letf be a quadratic form with unique matrix A of (42). Then

a non-singular transformation with matrix D carries f into an equivalent form

with matrix B = DAD'+N where N is the unique alternate matrix chosen so that

the elements below the diagonal in B are all zero.

2. Diagonal quadratic forms. If A = A ', then B = DA D '+N is symmetric-

Hence g = yBy' is a diagonal quadratic form. This gives the following theorem :

Theorem 13. Every quadratic form equivalent to a diagonal quadratic form

is a diagonal quadratic form in %{2).

A simpler proof is given as follows. We let/ = aiXi2 + • • • +a„x„2 and use

(34). Then

/ = g(yu ■ ■ ■ , Vn) = J2 o¿( Z day,} = ¿( ¿ aidlj) y,3 = J2 bjy,2,
i \     , / J-l \  i-1 / ¡~1

since (a+b)2 = a2+b2 in g'2». However we have now proved the theorem:
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Theorem 14. Two diagonal quadratic forms f=^l1=1aix,i a«¿g=^"=10,y,2

are equivalent in g(2) if and only if the coefficients b¡ are representable as values

/(¿ij, • • • , dn]) of f such that the corresponding determinant |¿i;| ;¿0.

We cannot go into questions of representation in a general field g. How-

ever we do have the following theorem :

Theorem 15. Let g(2) be perfect. Then any two non-zero diagonal quadratic

forms in n indeterminates are equivalent.

For

n n /     n \2

/ =    S aiX?   =   2   (otiXi)2 =  (   2 "i**)   =   2l2,
*-l i=l \ »-1 /

where a? =ai; a,- in g. Similarly

S = X) biy? = zi2 •

Then both / and g are equivalent to the same quadratic form and hence to

each other.

3. Non-diagonal quadratic forms. Non-diagonal quadratic forms / are

not equivalent to diagonal quadratic forms by Theorem 13. Then f=xAx',

A+A'9¿0. By Theorem 12 we have B = DAD'+N, N+N' = 0, and B+B'

=D(A +A ')D'. The matrix A +A ' is alternate and has rank 2r by Theorem

3. Moreover we may always carry / into a form g whose matrix B has the

property

(WT 0\ /0  /A

(«) IHA+AW -B + B'-(o    o),       Wr-([0),

with IT the r-rowed identity matrix. Write

B - (* B%
\0    B3/'

where Bi has 2r rows and columns. Since B has elements below the diagonal

all zero this is true of Bi and B3. But

B + B' = (Bl + B{ Bi     \ = (WrQ\

\     B{        B3 + Bl)      \0     0/'

so that B2 = 0, Bi+Bl =Wr. Then

(46) B = i   o    J'     r' = (oo>
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and d and G2 = B3 are diagonal matrices. It is clear that r is an invariant of/,

and we have proved the following theorem :

Theorem 16. Every non-diagonal quadratic form is equivalent to a form

n

(47) f - 2Z, a<Xi2 + (xxxr+1 + • • • + xrx2r).
i-l

Moreover two forms f and g are equivalent only if they have the same rank in-

variant r.

Let / of the form (47) go into g of the form (47) under a transformation

of matrix D. Then D leaves A +A ' invariant. We suppose that

(Gx + rr 0 \ /Wr 0\

<48> ""(   o    J-     "+'-(o  o>

and by Lemma 6 see that

/Wr 0\ /Wr 0\

m ¡XA+Avr-D^ o)0--(o o)

if and only if R is a non-singular matrix, where

fE K\
(50) D = (^    J, EWrE' = Wr.

Then

IE(GX + TT)E' + KGtK'   KG2R'\
(51) B + N = DAD' = ( )

\ RG2K' RG2R7

with N alternate, and

„      /do + T,  0 \

(52) B = (    o     J-

where G20 is a non-alternate symmetric matrix whose diagonal elements coin-

cide with those of RG2R'. This gives the theorem:

Theorem 17. Let

f =   (   2~2 aiX?   +  *l*r+l +   ■   •   •   +  XrX2A  +   2~2    aiX?
\ i=2 /        i-2r+l

and

g = ( X) biy? + yiyr+i + • • • + yr>,2r) + Z) bty?.
\  i-l /        ¿=2r+l
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Thenf and g are equivalent in g<2) only if the forms

n n

(53) X aix?. H biy?
t=2r+l ¡=2r+l

are equivalent.

We next write

(L   U\
(54) H = ( ),

\F M)

where L, M, U, V are r-rowed square matrices. Then

(s«     fwv-r vr)
\7 0/ \7 0/ \il7 F/ \t/' M'/

/ UL' + LU'    UV + LM'\

' \VU' + ML'  MV + VM')'

if and only if

(56) UL' = (UV)',        MV = (MV)', UV + LM' = 7,

where I is the r-rowed identity matrix. Then if

/C 0\

(57) G, -(oj),

where C and / are r-rowed diagonal matrices, we have

77G W = (L   U) (C V = (W   UJ> (V    V'\
XV M/ \0 // \VC MJ/ \U' M'/

/LCD + UJU' 0 \
= ( ) + No,

\ 0 VCV + MJM'J

(58)

where Na is alternate. Also

ht h'=(l ^ r %' = (° L\ (L> r\=ilu' LM'\
\V M/\0 0/ \0 Vf \U' M'l      \VU' VM'/

.(*■"■   °) + r. + (0   ur\
\ 0    VM'/ \VU'    0  /

since I+LM' = UV. The last matrix in  (59)  is alternate; hence the di-

agonal matrix Gi0 has the same diagonal elements as

/7CZ' + UJU' + LU' 0 \
(60) KG2K' + [ ).

\ 0 VCV + MJM' + VM')
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The quadratic form with matrix (60) is a quadratic form 2~2T=ib*y?. The part

corresponding to the arbitrary matrix K is clearly

(61)

2r     / n >.

2~2[   2~2 «ikiiiyi,
Í-1 \ ¿_2r+l /

for arbitrary ki¡ and a¡ given as in Theorem 17. We now let/ and g be two

arbitrary forms satisfying the necessary conditions of Theorems 16, 17 so that

we may write

(62)

(63)

Also write

(64)

/ =     2~2    aiX?   +    ^2 (aiX?   +   XiXi+r +  ai+rXi+r) ,
«=2r+l

g = 12 "-¡y? + 12 Q>iy? + yiyi+r + b¡+Ty?+r).
,'—2r+l ¡=1

z = (yi, • ■ • ,yr),

' ax

C =

aT)

W = (yr+i,

' «r+1

/ =

•  , Vif) ,

a2r)

Then we have proved the following theorem :

Theorem 18. The forms f and g are equivalent in ^2) if and only if there

exist r-rowed square matrices L, M, U, V such that LU' and VM' are symmetric,

UV'+LM'=IT, and the quadratic form

2r

(65) X) b,y? - z(LCL' + UJU' + LU')z' - w(VCV + MJM' + VM')w'
>-i

may be expressed as (61) for ki¡ in %.

It does not seem possible to materially simplify (65) for an arbitrary field

g(2). However we may obtain an analogue of the classical complex number

case by proving the theorem:

Theorem 19. Every non-diagonal quadratic form with elements in an alge-

braically closed field g(2) of characteristic two and rank invariant r is equivalent

to one and only one of the forms

(66) Xixr+i + ■ • ■ + xrx2r,

2
(67) xixr+i + • • ■ + xrx2r + x2r+i.

Hence two non-diagonal quadratic forms are equivalent in^(2) if and only if they

have the same rank invariant r and the same type (66) or (67).
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For if g(2) is algebraically closed, we use Theorem 15 and transform the

form (53) into x\r+i if it is not identically zero. By Theorem 16 our above

theorem is true if we can show that the form

r

S (aiX? + XiXi+r + ai+rx?+r)
•-i

is equivalent to (66). This is clearly true if it can be proved that the two

forms
ax2 + xy + by2,        XY

are equivalent for every a and b of g(2). If a = o = 0 the result is trivial. We

may therefore assume a^O without loss of generality. The equation

to2 + co + ab = 0

has two distinct roots X, X+l in g. Thus

(co — X)(co — X — 1) = co2 + co + ab.

Put œ = axy~x and multiply by a~xy2 to obtain

a_13»2(a2a;2y"2 + axy~l + ab) = ax2 + xy + by2 = XY,

where

X = a~xy(co — X) = a~1y(axy~i — X) = x — a~*\y

and

F = y(w - X - 1) = y(axy-1 - X - 1) « ax — y(X + 1).

The determinant of the transformation is

1 a
= 1,

ar*\    X + 1

and we have proved our theorem.

III. Pairs of symmetric matrices

1. The problem. The theory of the congruence of pairs of symmetric

matrices has been studied only in the classical case of matrices with com-

plex elements. The results hold however for matrices with elements in any

algebraically closed field whose characteristic is not two. It will be our pur-

pose in the present chapter to develop these results and to show precisely

where the classical proofs fail.

2. The »th roots of a matrix. Let 3 be an integral domain with the prop-

erty that every two elements of 3 have a greatest common divisor in $ which
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is linearly expressible in terms of them. Then the congruence

(68) ax=b    (c)

has a solution x for every a prime to c.

We consider a prime (or irreducible) element ix of 3 and study the con-

gruence

(69) f(x) = 0    (*■«).

Here f(x) is a polynomial in an indeterminate x with coefficients in 3, and e

is any positive integer. It is clear that (69) implies that, in particular,

(70) /(as) » 0    Or)

must have a solution. Let then f(x)=0 (ire~l) have a solution x0, and write

x = Xo+y7Te_1. The Taylor expansion of/(x) then implies that (69) is satisfied

if and only if /(x0)+y/'(xo)7re_1=0 (7re), that is,

(71) yf'(xo) + q = 0     (t),

where ire-1q=f(x0). It is clear that (71) has a solution if f'(x0)^0 (ir).* This

gives the lemma :

Lemma 8. Letf(x)=0 (ir) have a solution x0 such that f'(x0)?£0 (it). Then

there exists a solution of (69) for every e.

The result of our lemma may now be applied to non-singular matrices A

with elements in a field %. Suppose that

« = «(0 - [»»(Öl*--- h(£)]f<

is a factorization of the minimum function of A into powers of distinct irre-

ducible functions 7r¿(£), and let 3f be the integral domain of all polynomials

in the indeterminate £. We consider the congruence xn = £ (g). This con-

gruence may be easily shown to be solvable modulo g if and only if it is solva-

ble modulo x,ei for i = l, • • • , i. Now the derivative of xn — £ is «xn_1=0 (in)

if and only if nx=0 (*■<). But xn — ̂  = 0 (in) so that either £ = 0 (ir<) or « = 0

(in). Then £=0 (in) means that £ is a factor of g(£) which is impossible when

A is non-singular. Also w^0 (in) for in irreducible unless the characteristic

of % divides ». Hence the conditions of our lemma reduce to xn —£=-0 (ttí).

The equation tt,(£) =0 defines a field g(£,) over % equivalent to the set of all

residue classes modulo ir,. Then xn — £ = 0 (wi) if and only if £i=:r<" for x¿ in

* This is the standard technique for the study of congruences f(x) = 0 (mod p) in the theory of

numbers (as in L. E. Dickson's Introduction to the Theory of Numbers, p. 16, ex. 4). We are using the

analogous property of the polynomial domain (cf. Lemma 35.21, p. 60, of MacDuffee's tract on The

Theory of Matrices).
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g(£¿), and when this condition is satisfied we have   [#(£)]n — £=0  (g(£)),

[a: (v4 )]" = /!. We have proved the following theorem:

Theorem 20. Let « be an integer not divisible by the characteristic of g, A be

a non-singular matrix whose minimum function g(£) has the distinct irreducible

factors /¿(£), g¿ = g(£.) be the corresponding algebraic fields over g. Then there

exists a polynomialP(A) whose nth power is A if and only if the equations

(72) it = as»

have solutions Xi in g(£<).

We next consider singular matrices A. Then g(£) = £rgo(f), where go(£) ^0

(£) and r^l. Thus xn = £ (g) implies that x" — £=0 (£r), « = £#1, £n_l:rin=.l

(£r_1) which is impossible for r > 1. This gives the theorem :

Theorem 21. Let «>1, A be a singular matrix whose minimum function

g(£) is divisible by £2. Then there exists no polynomial in A whose nth power is A.

As an immediate corollary of the above argument we have the following

theorem:

Theorem 22. Let «>1, A be a singular matrix whose minimum function

has the form £g(£) where g(£) is not divisible by £ and has irreducible factors

with the properties of Theorem 20. Then there exists a polynomial P(A) with

coefficients in g whose nth power is A.

Theorem 20 may be applied to prove the following theorem :

Theorem 23. Let g be an algebraically closed field, « be an integer not di-

visible by the characteristic of g, A be a non-singular matrix. Then there exists a

polynomial in A with coefficients in g whose nth power is A.

For the fields g¿ of Theorem 20 are all equal to g. Moreover xn = £,• has a

root Xi in g; and we have our theorem.

Theorem 23 does not hold for arbitrary matrices A if the characteristic

of g divides «. For let g have characteristic p and B be the />-rowed square

matrix all of whose elements are unity. A trivial computation shows that

B2 = Q, B" = 0. The matrix A =I+B is non-singular since AP = I+BP = I.

Now any polynomial in A has the form a0 + aiB, a0 and ai in g. Then

(ao+aiB)p = a0v ¿¿A for any ad, ax. If « = pq we have (a0+aiB)n = a0n ¿¿A. This

proves the following theorem:

Theorem 24. Let the characteristic of g divide n. Then there exist non-

singular matrices A such that no polynomial <f>(A) has the property [</>(A) ]" = A.

3. Equivalence of pairs of symmetric and alternate matrices. The result

of Theorem 23 may be applied to the theory of equivalence of pairs of sym-
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metric matrices. We assume that g is algebraically closed as is usual in the

classical case. Suppose now that P and Q are non-singular matrices such that

(73) PAQ = B,

Where A and B are either both symmetric or both alternate. Then (PAQ)'

= Q'A'P' = B' so that

(74) PAQ = Q'AP',        AG' = G A ,

where

(75) G = P-lQ'

is non-singular. We now assume that the characteristic of g is not two and

use Theorem 23 to obtain a polynomial p(G) such that

[p(G)]2=G.

Now AG' = GA implies that AG'2 = G2A, A(G')k = GkA, A<j>(G')=<t>(G)A for

any polynomial in G with coefficients in g. We use the p(G) above and have

A = p(G)Ap(G')~i,       G~lA = p(G)-1A[p(G)~i]' = Q'~lPA.

Write H = Q' [<p(G) ]~l and obtain

HAW = Q'[piG)]-lA[piG)-l]'Q = Q'Q'^PAQ = PAQ.

We have proved the following theorem:

Theorem 25. Let e = ±1, A' = eA, P and Q be non-singular matrices such

that (PAQ)' = e(PAQ). Define

(76) G = P-V,       H = Q'[p(G)Y1,

where p(G) is a polynomial in G determined so that its square is G. Then

HAH'=PAQ.

It is clear that the proof we have given of Theorem 25 is not valid for

fields of characteristic two. The result itself does not hold. We shall prove

this in an example given later.

Definition. Let A, B, C, D be n-rowed square matrices with elements in g.

Then we say that the pairs (A, B) and (C, D) are equivalent in g if there exist

non-singular matrices P and Q with elements in g such that

PAQ = C,        PBQ = D.

We also call (A, B) and (C, D) congruent in g if there exists a non-singular

matrix H with elements in g such that

HAH' = C,        HBH' = D.
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The notion of congruence of pairs may be applied to either symmetric

or alternate matrices. It is clear that if A is symmetric, C must be symmetric,

and when A is alternate C must be alternate. We have similar necessary con-

ditions on B and D. Then Theorem 25 implies the following theorem:

Theorem 26. Let g be an algebraically closed field of characteristic not two.

Then two pairs of alternate or symmetric matrices satisfying the trivial necessary

conditions above are congruent if and only if they are equivalent.

Conditions that two pairs of matrices be equivalent are expressed in the

literature in terms of the invariant factors of the matrices Ax+B, Cx+B,

where x is an indeterminate over %. This theory holds for an arbitrary %, and

we shall not discuss these known results.

4. Elementary applications. There are two simple consequences of the the-

ory of pairs of matrices which seem interesting and appear never to have been

noted in the literature. We first let A, B be two non-singular matrices with

elements in an algebraically closed field % of characteristic not two, and ask

the question as to when they are congruent. The answer is given as the corol-

lary:

Corollary I. Write A = AX+A2, B = BX+Bi where Ax = ^(A+A')^0 and

Bx = %(B+B')?*0 are symmetric, while A2 = ^(A-A')^0 and B2 = %(B-B')

¿¿0 are alternate matrices. Then A and B are congruent if and only if

Ax + Ax,        Bx + Bx

have the same invariant factors.

For the theory of invariant factors states that 04, ^4i) and (B, Bx) are

equivalent if and only if Ax+Ax and Bx+Bx have the same invariant factors.

Then HAH' = B implies that HA'H' = B', H (A ±A')H' = B±B', HAXH'^BX

so that (A, Ax) and (B, Bx) are equivalent when A and B are congruent. Con-

versely let (A, Ax) and (B, Bx) be equivalent so that

PAQ = B,        PAXQ = Pi.

ThenP(.4 -AX)Q = B-BX = B2=PA2Q and the pairs (AX,A2) and (Pi, B2) are

equivalent. By Theorem 26 they are congruent, HAXH' = BX, HA2H' = B2, so

that HAH' = H(AX+A2)H' = BX+B2=B as desired.

We next restrict our attention to the field S of complex numbers. Corol-

lary I then states that two Hermitian non-singular matrices

(77) A=AX + A2i,        B = BX + B2i

for real Ax, ^42, Pi, B2 are congruent in E if and only if the matrices Ax+Ax,

Bx+Bx have the same invariant factors. An analogous question arises when
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we consider two symmetric matrices (77). Then A\, A2, Bi, B2 are all real

symmetric matrices. We then ask for necessary and sufficient conditions that

PA P' = B for a non-singular P with complex elements. It is clear that then

PJ'P' = B',P(A±A')P' = B±B', so that

PAiP' = Bi,        PA2P' = B2.

The classical analogue of Theorem 26 states that two pairs of Hermitian

complex matrices (Ai, A2) and (Bi, B2) are conjunctive if and only if they are

equivalent. They are clearly equivalent if and only if (A, Ai) and (B, Bi) are

equivalent and we have the statement:

Corollary II. Two non-singular complex symmetric matrices A =Ai+A2i,

B = Bi+B2ifor real symmetric Ai, A2, Bi, B2 are conjunctive if and only if

Ax + Ai,        Bx + Bi

have the same invariant factors.

5. Orthogonal equivalence. The theory of the orthogonal equivalence of

two symmetric matrices in an algebraically closed field g of characteristic not

two is equivalent to the theory of the congruence of pairs (A, B), (C, D) of

which A and C are non-singular. The concept of orthogonal equivalence is

defined as follows. Let D be a square matrix with elements in a field g.

Then we call D orthogonal if DD'=I is the identity matrix. Clearly then

DD' =D'D. We consider two symmetric or alternate matrices A, B and call

them orthogonally equivalent if DAD' = B for an orthgonal D. Since

B = DAD~l is similar to A when A and B are orthogonally equivalent, the

condition of similarity is a necessary condition. However we may actually

prove the following theorem:

Theorem 27. Let A and B be both symmetric or both alternate matrices with

elements in an algebraically closed field g whose characteristic is not two. Then

A and B are orthogonally equivalent if and only if they are similar.

For let PAP~l=B, Then PIP~l = I and the pairs (7, A) and (I, B) are

equivalent. By Theorem 26 they are congruent, DID' = 1, DAD' = B, D is

orthogonal. The converse is trivial.

Theorem 27 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 26. However the

connection between the two results is even closer than is indicated by this

fact. For assume that the result of Theorem 27 has been proved true inde-

pendently of Theorem 26. Let now (A, B), (C, G) be any two pairs of matrices

such that

A' = A,        C' = C,        B' = eB,       G' = (G,
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where t = +1. Assume also that A and C axe non-singular. Then (A, B) and

(C, G) are congruent if and only if Ax+B and Cx+G have the same invariant

factors. This statement of Theorem 26 follows from Theorem 27. We use the

existence of a matrix Q such that QCQ' = I. Then the invariant factors of

Ax+B and xI+PBP' axe the same. Similarly those of Cx+G and xI+QGQ'

are the same. But when Ax+B and Cx+G have the same invariant factors,

so do xI+QGQ', xI+PBP', QGQ' is orthogonally equivalent to PBP'. We let

QGQ' = DPBP'D',        DD' = I
and have

HAH' = Q-'DPAP'D'Q'-1 = Q-'Q'-1,

E = Q~1DP,       G = EBH',        C = Q^Q''1 = EAE'.

The above proof cannot, of course, be carried out for fields g which are

not algebraically closed. For it depends essentially upon the property that

QAQ'=I for every non-singular A with elements in g. However it is clear

that in an arbitrary g a criterion for the congruence of two pairs always gives

a criterion for orthogonal equivalence. For we may take one matrix in each

pair to be the identity matrix.

6. /-orthogonal equivalence The set fflln of all w-rowed square matrices

with elements in a field g is said to possess an involution J over g if there is a

one-to-one correspondence

J: A<->AJ (A, AJ in Win)

such that

(78) (AJ)J = A,    (A + By = AJ + BJ,    (AB)J = BJAJ,    (aln)j = aZn

for every A and B of Wln and a of g. Here In is the »-rowed identity matrix.

I have proved* that every J is determinedf by

(79) AJ = P-'^I'P,

where £ is a non-singular matrix E— +E'. Call A /-symmetric if A=AJ,

/-alternate if A = — AJ and % does not have characteristic two.

Let S be an automorphism of 9D?n over g. Then there exists a non-singular

matrix P such that

(80) As = P-'AP

for every A. The involution

(81) A <->As~ljs

* See the author's paper, Involutorial simple algebras and real Riemann matrices, loc. cit.

t Note that conversely / determines E only up to a scalar factor.
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has been called an involution cogredient with /.* In fact

A«'1 = PAP-\        (As~1)' = P'-WP',        (As~y = E-lP'-lA'P'E,

(82) As~ljs = Eo'lA'Eo,

where E0=P'EP is congruent to E. The set üttn may be thought of as the

set of linear transformations of a vector space SR, and the replacement of any

basis of 9î by any other replaces the matrices of 5Dîn by the similar matrices

P~XAP. They then replace E by P'EP, J by S~lJS. Hence cogredient in-

volutions are merely different representations of the same abstract involution.

A matrix D is said to be /-orthogonal if

(83) LVD = In.

Two matrices A and B are called /-orthogonally equivalent if

(84) B = LVAD

for a /-orthogonal matrix D. The case where AJ is the transpose of A, that

is E = I„, has already been considered in Theorem 27. But we have the follow-

ing generalization :

Theorem 28. Let g be an algebraically closed field of characteristic not two,

J be an involution of SO?,, over g, A and B be matrices with elements in g such

that AJ = eA, BJ = eB, e= ±1. Then A and B are J-orthogonally equivalent if

and only if they are similar.

For if A and B are /-orthogonally equivalent they are clearly similar.

Conversely let PAP'1 = B. Now E~lB'E = eB, E~XA 'E = eA so that

Bo = EB,        Ao = EA ,        .Bo   = 5Bo,        A o   = ôAo,

where ô= ±1 is the product of e and E'E~1= ±1. Then the pairs (E, A-0)

and (E, B0) have the property (EPE-l)A0(P-1)=B0, (EPE~l)E(P-l) = E.

By Theorem 26 there exists a non-singular matrix D such that

D'ED = E,        D'AoD = B0.

But then

7K7» = (E~lD'E)D = In,

and D is /-orthogonal. Also B = E-lD'EAD = DJAD is/-orthogonal to ,4.

* N. Jacobson, A class of normal simple Lie algebras of characteristic zero, Annals of Mathematics,

vol. 38 (1937), pp. 508-517. Note that conversely the property in the preceding footnote implies

that Ea defines an involution cogredient with that defined by E if and only if E¡, is congruent to a

scalar multiple of E.
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The proof above indicates that the theory of the congruence of pairs of

matrices (E, A),(C,B) over any field g is equivalent to the theory of /-orthog-

onal equivalence. We are of course assuming that E and C axe non-singular,

E' = eP,        C = eC,        A' = ÔA,        B' = ÔB        (e = ± 1, Í - ± 1).

Necessarily C must be congruent to E, and there is no loss of generality if we

replace (C, B) by (E, Bx), where Pi is clearly congruent to B. Then (E, A)

and (E, Bx) are congruent if and only if E~lA and E~XBX are /-orthogonally

equivalent. In fact we define GJ = E~1G'E for any matrix G and have

Ao = E-'A,        Bo = E~1BX.

We then obtain

AoJ = ErlA'E'-lE = eSA0,        BoJ = eoB0.

The proof of our theorem then shows that the /-orthogonal equivalence of

A o, B0 and the congruence of (E, A ) and (E, Bx) axe equivalent concepts. No-

tice that this is true for arbitrary fields g, and that we are not assuming the

algebraic closure of g or even that the characteristic of g is not two.

IV. Similarity or square matrices

1. Reduction to primary components. If two matrices A and B axe /-or-

thogonally equivalent, they are similar. It follows that the properties of /-or-

thogonal equivalence depend essentially upon the theory of the similarity of

square matrices. The usual modern formulation of this theory is valid for an

arbitrary field* but is in a form unsuited for the application we shall wish to

make. Thus we shall give a new formulation.

Our first assumptions from the classical theory are the following lemmas:

Lemma 9. Let B be obtained from A by a row permutation followed by the

same column permutation. Then B and A are similar.

Lemma 10. Let f(x) =g(x)- h(x) be the characteristic function of an n-rowed

square matrix A where g(x) is prime to h(x) and has leading coefficient unity.

Then A is similar to

/G 0\

<85) (o ,)•

where G, H have respective characteristic functions g(x), h(x).

We are assuming that G, H, A have elements in a field g containing the

coefficients of f(x), g(x), h(x), and that our similarity is similarity in g. The

* For an exposition of the validity of this fact and proofs of the results assumed in this chapter

see the author's Modern Higher Algebra, chap. 4.
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importance of the form (85) is principally due to the fact that for any G and H

we have

= /P(G)     0   \
" V 0    p(H))'

<86> *w   ■ - «n,

This means more precisely that if

(87) p(x) = *' + aix*-1 + ■ ■ ■ + ar (a¡ in g),

then G has m rows, 77 has « — m rows, and

P(A) = A' + aiA'~l + • • • + arI„,        p(G) = Gr H-+ arIm,
(88)

P(H) - E'+ ••• +arIn^m.

In particular if <f>(x) is the minimum function of G and ary^0, then

/G 0\ /O       0    \
(89) Go = (        ),        P(Go) = ( ).

\0   0/ \0    Orln-J

But then xc/>(x) is the minimum function of the matrix G0 formed by bordering

G by w — m rows and columns of zeros.

We shall call two square matrices relatively prime if their characteristic

functions are relatively prime. We also say that a square matrix is primary if

its characteristic function is a power of an irreducible polynomial. Then

Lemma 10 gives the following lemma:

Lemma 11. Every square matrix A is similar in g to a direct sum of relatively

prime primary components the product of whose characteristic functions is that

of A.

Let g(x) and h(x) be relatively prime. Then a(x)g(x)+b(x)h(x) = 1 for

polynomials a and o. Define ô(x) = a(x)g(x),y(x) = l — 5(x). Theny(Go)=Im,

ô(Go) = 0, y (Ho) =0, and b(H0) =7„_m, for any «î-rowed square matrix G0 such

that g(G0)=0, and any (« —m)-rowed 770 such that h(H0)=0. We use this

result in the proof of the following lemma :

Lemma 12. Let P be non-singular and

(G 0 \ /Go 0 \
(90) Ao = P( )P'l = [ ),

\0 77/ \0   Hj

where the characteristic function g(x) of G and G0 is prime to the characteristic

function h(x) of H and H0. Then

/* 0 V

Vo   Pj'
(91) P = 1,        PiGPr' = G„,        P2HP2~l = 77„.
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Write

P - (p' '•).
\P4   PJ

It is clearly sufficient to prove P3 and P4 zero. Form y(Ao) and obtain

pf-V'=('" °)
\0    0/ \0    0/

so that

/Pi 0\ _ /Pi P3\

\P4 0/ ~\0    0 / '

and P4 = 0, P3 = 0 as desired.

An evident induction now gives the following lemma :

Lemma 13. Let

(92) A -diag [d, ••• ,d],    ^o = diag [C7„i, • • • ,C701] = P^P"1,

with relatively prime primary components G i having the same characteristic func-

tions as Goi. Then P is the direct sum of matrices Pi such that Got = PidPr1.

2. Indecomposable matrices. A matrix A is called indecomposable in g if

A is not similar in g to a direct sum of two matrices. We shall assume the

known lemma:*

Lemma 14. A matrix A is indecomposable in g if and only if its charac-

teristic function is equal to the power

(93) f(x) = x" - (aix-1 H-+ an) = [d(x)]e (a¡ in g)

of an irreducible polynomial d(x) and coincides with its minimum function.

Every indecomposable matrix is similar in g to

(94)

1

0

0

1

a„_i   a„_2

Conversely the minimum function of (94) is its characteristic function f(x) and

(94) is indecomposable if and only if f(x) =d(x)' for an irreducible d(x).

Lemmas 11, 13 reduce the problem of the reduction of a matrix to a direct

* See the author's Modern Higher Algebra, chap. 4.
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sum of indécomposables under similarity transformations to the case where

A is primary. When A is primary and has the characteristic function d(x)f,

d(x) irreducible, the invariant factors of xI — A axe the characteristic func-

tions of its indecomposable components. Then A is similar in g to

(95) diag [Pi, ■■■ ,Bt],

where P< has d(x)ei as characteristic function and is indecomposable,

(96) ex + + et=f, «i á es ¿ ^ e< ̂  1.

We shall call the e< the indices of (95). In particular

(97) ex = e,

where d(x)e is the minimum function of both (95) and Pi.

We now prove the following lemma:

Lemma 15. Let d(x) =c[h(x)] be irreducible in g, A be an n-rowed inde-

composable matrix with c(x)' as minimum function,

(98)

Then the matrix

0

h(x) = xm + bj.x"1-1 + ■ ■ • + b„

(99)    B =

Z„

0

0

In

0        0

rm-i rm_2

o

o

In

TiJ

= — bmIn + A ,

(i = 1,

r, = - bJn

• - , m - 1),

is indecomposable and has d(x)e as characteristic function.

For it is clear, from the fact that all elements of B axe polynomials in A,

that

h(B) = B™ + b.B"'-1 + • ■ • + bmI = diag [A, ■ ■ ■ , A],

I the «w-rowed identity matrix. Then [c(A)]e = 0 so that [d(B)]e = c[h(B)]'

= 0. It follows that the minimum function of B divides [d(x)]e. But d(x) is

irreducible; thus it has the form d(x)°, g^e. However c[h(B)]° =0 implies

that [c(^4)]" = 0 whence g^e. Then g = e. The degree of the minimum func-

tion d(x)e of B is the order nm of B, and B is indecomposable.

We next let P be a decomposable primary matrix so that we may assume

that B is a direct sum of matrices P,- which are indecomposable. If d(x)f is

the characteristic function of P, and the irreducible polynomial d(x) = c [h(x) ]

as in Lemma 15, we may assume that each P¿ has the form (99). But the b¡
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are the same in each 7J„ and an evident permutation of the rows and corre-

sponding columns of B carries B into a similar matrix of the form (99), where

A = diag [Ai, ■ ■ ■ ,At]

has the same indices as B. We state this result as in the following lemma:

Lemma 16. Let d(x) = c [h(x) ] be irreducible, h(x) be given by (98), and B have

characteristic function \d(x) ]f. Then B is similar in g to a matrix (99), where A

has the characteristic function c(x)f and the same indices as B.

3. Two canonical forms. A matrix N is called nilpotent of index e if N" = 0,

/A7«_17¿0. The minimum function of N is clearly xe. Then N is similar in g to

diag [Ni, ■ ■ ■ , Nt],

where Ni is nilpotent of index et and may be taken to be the e<-rowed square

matrix

(100)

Í0

0

0

0

0 •

1 •

0 •

0 -

Notice that A, = 0 if e, = 1. Also e = ei, N has order f = ei+ ■ ■ ■ +et. The mat-

rices Ni are indecomposable, and thus a nilpotent matrix is indecomposable

if and only if its index is its order. But the indices of A7 are clearly the re-

spective indices of its nilpotent indecomposable components A7,- in the sense

in which we defined index above.

We have seen that the terminology of indices which we defined for arbi-

trary matrices has precise connotations for nilpotent matrices. These con-

notations are made precise also generally by the following theorem :

Theorem 29. Let the characteristic function of B be d(x)f, where d(x)

= xm+aiXm~1+ ■ ■ ■ +am, (a¡ in g), is irreducible. Then B is similar in g to

(101)

If     o

0       I,

0        0

Am-1   Am-l   ¿im-2

0    ]

0

h

AlJ

,       Am = N — amIf,    A, = — ads,

(i = 1, • • • ,m - 1),

where N is a nilpotent matrix whose indices are the same as those of B.
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Our theorem is an immediate application of Lemma 16 to the case where

h(x) is irreducible, c(x)=x, d(x)=c[h(x)] = k(x). Then the matrix A of

Lemma 16 has x1 as characteristic function and is our nilpotent matrix N.

The matrix (101) is a canonical form of a primary matrix. For some pur-

poses other forms may be preferable. One such form is given in the following:

Theorem 30. Let d(x) = c(xpk) be irreducible,

¡0       I,      0

0        0        7,

(102) Bj =

0        0        0

[Bj-i 0        0

I,

0

„ = p'-im, (j = 1, • • • , k),

where B0 = A is an m-rowed square matrix with [cix) \f as characteristic function.

Then B = Bk has [d(x)\f as characteristic function and the same indices as A.

For proof we take hix) =xp in Lemma 16 and use an induction on k. This

result is of particular use in case d(x) is an inseparable irreducible polynomial

over g of characteristic p and is equal to c(xpk), c(x) separable.

4. The algebra g [B]. The algebra g [B] of all polynomials in a matrix B

with characteristic function d(x){, d(x) irreducible, contains certain sub-fields

and certain nilpotent matrices. We first prove the following theorem:

Theorem 31. Let the minimum function of B have the form d(x)e with d(x)

irreducible. Write

(103) d(x) = cix'),

where c(x) is separable and

IT   —   pk,       Or      7T   =   1

according as d(x) is inseparable over g of characteristic p or is separable. Then

there exists a nilpotent matrix N of index e such that

(104) B* = N + A,        c(A) = 0.

Thus S = g [A] is a separable field and the polynomial xT — A is irreducible

ing.

Our proof depends upon the known lemma :*

Lemma 17. Let c(x) be irreducible and separable. Then for every e there exists

a polynomial ge(x) such that c [ge(x) ] is divisible by c(x)e.

The matrix T = B* has c(x)e as minimum function and Lemma 17 implies

* Loc. cit. chap. 10. The result trivially follows from our Lemma 8.
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the existence of a polynomial g(T) =A0 such that c(AQ) =0. Since c(x) is sepa-

rable and irreducible the algebra ft = g [^40] is a field. We now prove the fol-

lowing lemma:

Lemma 18. The matrix c(T) =N0 is nilpotent of index e and the algebra

ft[#o]~s[r].
For the minimum function of NQ is clearly x". It remains to prove that

ft[A0] which is contained in g[P] has the same order over g and equals

g[P]. It is sufficient to show that a0+axN0+ ■ ■ ■ +ae-XN0e~1 = 0 for a{ in ft

il and only if the a¿ = 0. But a0AV_1=0, AV'VO, a0 = 0 in ft. Similarly all

the other a¿ = 0.

The quantity T now has the form T — A+N, where A is in ft,

A = (ai+a2A0+ ■ • • +ae-iAV-2)Ao is nilpotent. But c(T) =c(A)+Ncx(N)

= 7Vo, c(A) is nilpotent and in ft. It follows that c(A)=0, N0 = Ncx(N),

No" = 0 where g is the index of N. Thus g ̂  e. Similarly g ̂  e and N has index e.

We next prove the following lemma :

Lemma 19. Let xpk — a be reducible in a field ft containing a. Then a = bp,

bin®.

For xpk — a = g(x)h(x), where the constant term of g(x) is the tth power of

a root £ of xplc — a = 0, g(x) has degree t. Hence £" = b0 in g, where s is prime to

p, r is a power of p. But then ssx = 1 (pk) and £r = bx in ft. Since r < pk we have

p*=rp*, bxp" = a, a = bp, b in ft.

We may finally show that xT—A is irreducible. For otherwise A =DP,

D in ft, c(A) =c(D") =0, c(xp) is inseparable and has a root D in the separable

field ft. This is impossible, and our proof of Theorem 31 is complete.

The matrix A has c(x) as minimum function and is similar to

(105) diag |G,   -,G],

where G has c(x) as both minimum function and characteristic function. It is

well known that the only matrices commutative with G axe polynomials in G

with coefficients in g. If AB=BA and we write P = (P,-,), we obtain

Bi¡G = GBi,, the P„ are in g[G]. Thus B may be regarded as a matrix with

elements in the field ft = g [G].

The matrix N of Theorem 31 is commutative with A and hence may be

regarded as a nilpotent matrix of index e and elements in ft. The matrix B

is also a matrix over ft but now has minimum function

(106) (xpk - G)e.

Then the construction of matrices with minimum function [c(xpk) ]e is com-

pleted by Theorems 30, 31, and the above.
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5. Fields of matrices. Let c(x) define a separable field Ê = g [G] where G

is a matrix in our canonical form given by (94) for the separable irreducible

polynomial c(x) used as thef(x) of (93). Write

c(x) = (x — ai) ■ ■ ■ (x — an)

with distinct a,- in an algebraic extension of g. Then the Vandermonde ma-

trix*

(107) F = (an),        an = «r1 (*, j = 1, • • • , »)

is non-singular,

(108) VV = (5i+fc_2)

has elements s,=X)"-iO;tJ in g and determinant the discriminant oîf(x). A

simple computation gives

(109) F-'GF =   a = diag [oi, •••,«»].

Let H be any «-rowed square matrix with elements in g, and define

77„ = (FF')->77 = (hn) (*i/ing).

Then

(110) F-W = F'77oF = (A(ait a,)) (i, j = 1, • • • , »),

where

t,-..,n

A(*, y) = £ x^hny*-1.
i,i

Clearly HG = GH if and only if A (a,-, a,-)=0 for tV/, and H = h(G), where

h(x) =A(x, x).

The result that 77G = GH if and only if H is a polynomial in G is true for

other types of matrices G as well as those above. In particular it is true for

indecomposable nilpotent matrices. Let now A be an «-rowed square matrix

with irreducible minimum function d(x) of degree m. This is the case e = l of

our theory, and we do not assume that d(x) is separable. If d(x) =x, then

.4=0, and we discard this case. Otherwise A is similar in g to the matrix

diag [G, ■ • • ,G],

where G is given by (94) for d(x), A is now a g-rowed matrix with elements in

a field g[G]. The only matrices commutative with A are a-rowed matrices

* The method of proof of this section has been used many times in the theories of Riemann

matrices and of linear transformations. For a partial list of references see the bibliography in the

paper referred to in the first footnote on page 387.
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with elements in g[G], and the minimum function of A over g[G] is x — G.

However the analogous result cannot be obtained when e > 1 since we cannot

in general prove the existence of an inseparable sub-field ft of our algebra of

polynomials in a matrix.

6. Consequences of the canonical forms. The transpose A ' of any matrix

A is similar to A. For certain simple matrices the transformation carrying A

into A ' assumes an interesting and simple form. We let A have the canonical

form

Í0    1    0 • • ■ 01

(HI) A =

0   0    1

0    0   0

a    0    0

so that the characteristic and minimum functions of A are/(x) =xn — a. Write

(112)

Then

(113)

U

0    0 ■

0    0 •

0 1

1 0

0 1

1 0

• 0    0

• 0    0

UA =

a 0

0 0

0 0

0 1

0 0

0 1

1 0

0 0

UA2 =

By an evident computation if

(114) f(A) = afí + axA +

then

(115) Uf(A) =

aia a2a

a2a a3a

a„_ia ao

la0 ai

0 a 0

a 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 1

+ a„_i¿"-\

a„_ia   ao

a0        ai

a-n-3     an_2

a„_2     a„_i,

0    01

0    0

0 1

1 0

0    0
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It is clear that UA is symmetric, and since U is symmetric and non-singular,

(116) UAU~1 = A'.

We shall require (115) later. We shall also use the following existence theorem

which is a consequence of Theorem 30 for the case p = 2 :

Theorem 32. Let n = 2k,f(x) =x" — a be irreducible in g. Then there exists

an n-rowed square matrix A with f(x) as minimum function and such that

(117) E-K4'E - -A,        S-WS = A

for an alternate matrix E and a symmetric matrix S.

The theorem is true for « = 2, k = 1 since

£-(î~ô> s-C Ô)' '-(! o)
satisfy (117) by direct computation. Assume the theorem true for k — 1, write

m = 2k-1, and have S¿-1A¿Sm = A„. By Theorem 30 the matrix

,     , / 0   Im\
118 A = ( )

\Am   0/

has/(x) as minimum (and characteristic) function. Then the matrices

,     % /     0   5m\ /0   5m\
119 £ = ( ),        5 = 1 )

\Sm   0/' \Sm   0/

are alternate and symmetric respectively, and if'e= ±1,

/ 0   5m\ /0   Im\ _ /SmAm   0 \

\eSm   0 )\Am   0/      \   0     (5»/'

/0  ^fm'\ / 0   5m\ _ /eSmAm   0\

Vm   0 /Us,  0/      \    0     5»/'

since A'mSm = SmAm. Put e=— 1 and obtain EA = —A'E.   The value e = l

gives 5^4 = A'S as desired.

V. Orthogonal equivalence in g or characteristic two

1. The problem. Our principal interest will be in obtaining a complete

determination of the invariant factors of any symmetric matrix whose ele-

ments are in a field of characteristic two.* Part of this theory will be con-

cerned with the orthogonal equivalence of symmetric matrices, and we shall

* The field of reference throughout this chapter will be any field of characteristic two and we

shall drop the notation £Ç(2) and simply use 5.

(120)
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show why it can happen that two symmetric matrices may be similar but not

orthogonally equivalent.

2. /-orthogonal equivalence.* Let / be an involution over g of the alge-

bra 3)î„ of all «-rowed square matrices with elements in a field g (with any

characteristic). Suppose that

(121) AJ = eA,        B = PAP-1 («= + 1)

for a non-singular matrix P. We may then prove the lemma :

Lemma 20. The matrix B of (121) has the property

(122) BJ = eB

if and only if PJP is commutative with A.

For BJ = (PJ)-1tAPJ = tB = tPAP~x, PJPA =APJP. The converse is triv-

ial.

If B is any matrix similar to A so that B = PAP~X, then B = DAD'1 if and

only if D = PC where C is commutative with A. Then

(123) LVD = CJ(PJP)C.

But D is /-orthogonal if and only if DJD is the »-rowed identity matrix.

Lemma 21. The matrix PAP~X is J-orthogonally equivalent to A if and only

if PJP is congruent to the identity matrix under a transformation (123) with C

commutative with A.

Let us study the implications of Lemma 21 in a special case. Assume that

A is such that the only matrices commutative with A are polynomials in A

with coefficients in g. Then PJP=p(A) is such a polynomial and C = C(A).

If AJ = A, then CJ = C, and CJ<pC = I if and only if

(124) 0 = C~2

is the square of a polynomial in A. Conversely if P = QJQ = Q2, we have

pjp = QJQy D = PQ-X is /-orthogonal, and

(125) B = PAP-1 = DAD-1

is /-orthogonally equivalent to A.

We shall see in an example later that it is possible for a given <t>(A) to have

the form P'P but not the form [Ç(^4)]2. Thus the restriction above is not a

redundant consequence of the equation <j>(A) =P'P.

* For recent results implying theorems on the /-orthogonal equivalence of matrices over an arbi-

trary field of characteristic not two, see the papers of John Williamson in the American Journal of

Mathematics, vol. 57 (1935), pp. 475-490; vol. 58 (1936), pp. 141-163; and vol. 59 (1937), pp. 399-
413.
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In the remainder of the chapter we shall assume, unless it is otherwise

stated, that g has characteristic two. We shall also restrict our attention to

the case of ordinary orthogonal equivalence.

3. Separable fields. Every separable field ft over g is a simple extension

(126) ft = $[A]

of all polynomials in A with coefficients in g, where A is a root of an irreduci-

ble separable equation

(127) f(x) = xm - (aix"1-' + ■ ■ ■ + am) 0.

We may easily prove the following theorem :

Theorem 33. Let fix) of (127) be separable and irreducible in g of charac-

teristic two. Then there exists an m-rowed symmetric matrix G with elements in

g and fix) as characteristic function.

For let

(128) Go

1

0

0

1

-i  am_2

• 0

• 0

• aiJ

Then every m-rowed square matrix with fix) as characteristic function is

indecomposable, has fix) as minimum function, and is similar to G0. In

(109) we saw that F_1G0F is a diagonal matrix and is thus symmetric. Thus

V'Go'V'-^V-'GoV,

(129) VV'iGi) =GoiVV).

The diagonal elements of VV are

m /     m \2

(130) 5Í+.-2 = Z a,""2 = ( E <*rl) = (5^i)2.

Hence VV is a definite matrix. It is this remarkable property which gives us

our result, Theorem 33.

We may now write VV = RR', where R is a non-singular matrix with ele-

ments in g. Then RR'G¿ =GoRR', R-1GQR = R'G¿R'-1. Define

(131) G = R-'GoR,

and obtain G' = R'G¿ R'~1 = G. The matrix G is symmetric and is similar to

Go- It is the desired matrix. Notice that
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W = V-XR, W'W = 7, WGW-1 = a,

so that G is orthogonally equivalent in an algebraic extension of g to the

diagonal matrix a. But then we may prove the lemma:

Lemma 22. Let go = g[G] be the field of symmetric matrices consisting of all

polynomials with coefficients in g of the matrix G of (131). Then the only alter-

nate matrix of go is the zero matrix. Moreover a matrix of g0 is definite if and

only if it is the square of a non-zero quantity of g0.

For if p(G) is in go, we have

WP(G)W' = p(a).

If p(G) is alternate so is the diagonal matrix p(a). But then \j/(a) = 0, p(G) = 0.

Let $(G) be definite so that we may write yp(G)=H'H. Then W = W'-X
= (R'V'-X)-X = V'R'~X,

p(a) = WP(G)W = (TV)'(TV),

where T = HR~X has elements ti} in g. The elements in the first column of

/Tare
m

/¡(ai) = £ ¡¡¡ai'-1 (i = 1, • ■ • , m).

í-i

Thus the element in the first row and column of \p(a) is

m y    m -12

*(«i) = £ Hai)]2 =      £*«(«,)     =  [r(ai)]2,
<-i L t_i J

where r(«i) is in g [on]. Then >p(G) = [r(G) ]2, t(G) ?¿0 in g0.

The only matrices commutative with G are quantities of go = g [G], a field

of symmetric matrices. We let

(132) A =diag[G,---,G]

have n = qm rows, so that ^4 is a a-rowed matrix with elements in g0. Let

(133) Wlq   over   g0

be the set of all a-rowed matrices with elements in g0. Then 2W8 is the algebra

of all «-rowed matrices commutative with A. Every such matrix has the form

B = (Bn) (7^,-in go, i,j= 1, • • • , q)

and is an «-rowed matrix with elements in g. We define

BT = (Bon),       Bon = Bu (i, j = 1, • • • , q)

so that BT is the transpose of B considered as a g-rowed matrix of SDî3 over g0.
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But B is an »-rowed square matrix with elements in g, and

B' = {BIU),        Bm = B'a ii, j = 1, ■ • • , q).

However every P,¿ is symmetric, and thus we have proved that BT = B' for

every B of ÜD?, over g0. We now have the following result:

Theorem 34. Let S be an n-rowed symmetric matrix commutative with A.

Then S is in 3JÎ, over g0 and is symmetric if and only if it is symmetric in 3Rq,

is alternate if and only if it is alternate in 3Jlq, and is definite if and only if it is

definite in 9D?S.

For ST = S' and 5 = 5' if and only if S = ST. If S = (Si,) and the 5„- are in

go, then S = S' and Su = 0 implies that 5 is alternate. Conversely if 5 is alter-

nate, we have S=S', and the 5,¿ are alternate. By the lemma above the

5<¿ = 0; 5 is alternate in 9Jîç. If 5 is definite in SD?,, the Su axe the squares of

quantities of g0 and are thus zero or definite; 5 is definite. Conversely let 5

be a definite «-rowed matrix. Then the principal sub-matrices 5¿¿ are either

zero or definite and at least one 5,,?i0. By our lemma each 5,¿ = (tu)2, r« in

go and not all zero, 5 is definite in 2)î9.

Consider a symmetric field of matrices ft = g[P], B a root of fix) =0 of

(127). Then B is similar to A and

(134) B = PAP-1,        A = diag [G, • ■ • ,G],

as in (132). Since A and B are symmetric we may apply Lemma 20 to see

that P'P is in mq over g0. By Theorem 34 the matrix P'P is definite in 9W5

and P'P = Q'Q where Q is in Stt„ QA =AQ. Lemma 21 then states that B is

orthogonally equivalent to A, and we have the following theorem :

Theorem 35. Any two n-rowed symmetric matrices with the same separable

irreducible minimum function over g of characteristic two are orthogonally equiv-

alent in g.

Theorem 34 may be applied to prove a generalization of Theorem 32.

Theorem 36. Let fix) =c(x2t) be irreducible in g of characteristic two, c(x)

be separable of degree m, and q = 2k>l. Then there exists an alternate n-rowed

square matrix E and an n-rowed matrix B such that

(135) fiB) = 0,        P^P'P = B,

for every « divisible by 2km.

It is clearly sufficient to give the proof for n = 2km. We construct an m-

rowed symmetric matrix G which is a root of c(x) =0. Use Theorem 32 for

the field go, and a = G and obtain an »-rowed square matrix B such that B
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considered as a matrix of 2k rows over g0 has x2k—G as minimum function.

Then B*=A, A the matrix of (132), f(B) =0 as desired. Also there exists a

matrix E such that E~XBJE = B, EJ = E, where E is alternate, / is the involu-

tion of the algebra of all 2*-rowed matrices over g0. By Theorem 34 we have E

alternate, E~XB'E = B.

4. Application to primary matrices. Let 5 be a symmetric primary ma-

trix. We apply Theorem 31 to prove the existence of a polynomial A =A(S)

in S such that

(136) S2k = A + N,

where N is nilpotent, c(A) = 0. Here the minimum function of S is [c(x2k) ]e = 0 ;

N has index e. By an orthogonal transformation we may transform A into

the form (132). By Theorem 34 both N and S are symmetric over g0, N is

nilpotent. Then S2k = GIq+N, and the minimum and characteristic functions

of S over g0 are

(137) (x2k-GY,        (x2k-G)f,

where x^—G is irreducible in the field g0 and S is now a matrix of q = 2kf rows.

Let T be symmetric and similar to S. There is no loss of generality if we

take A (T), which is similar to A, equal to A. For by Theorem 35 the matrix

A(T) is orthogonally equivalent to A. But then S and T are matrices with

elements in g0. We now prove the statement:

Theorem 37. The matrices S and T are orthogonal in g if and only if they

are orthogonal considered as matrices over g0.

For SA =AS, T = PSP~X, so that P'P is commutative with 5 and hence

with A. Then P'P is definite, and we have already seen that P'P is a definite

matrix over g0. Now 5 and T are orthogonally equivalent if and only if

C'(P'P)C = I for CS = SC. Thus CA =AC, C is a matrix with elements in g0

and is commutative with S; S and T are orthogonally equivalent when con-

sidered as matrices over g0.

We now apply Theorem 30 to see that S is similar in g0 to a matrix Sk,

where

(138) 5/ = C- o')' "i = 2''~lm (/'=!, ■-•,*),

and

039, 5,-(     "       '-).
\G + Ni   0/
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By Theorem 30 the matrix Nx is nilpotent and has the same indices as 5.

Finally Theorem 37 implies that T is orthogonally equivalent to 5 over g if

and only if T is orthogonally equivalent to 5 over g0. We have thus reduced

our considerations for primary matrices to the case of matrices with minimum

function (x2* — a)e, a in our field g. We shall prove that e>l ; that is, the fol-

lowing theorem :

Theorem 38. There exist no inseparable fields of symmetric matrices over g

of characteristic two.

For let ft over g be inseparable. Then there exists a symmetric matrix 5

in ft such that S2 = A, A as in (132). Then

52 = diag [G, • • ■ ,G],

where x2—G is irreducible in g. But 52 is definite over g since S2 = S'S, S is

non-singular. By the proof of Lemma 22 the matrix 52 is definite over

go, G= [0(G)]2, x2—G is reducible in g, and we have a contradiction.

5. Nilpotent matrices. We shall construct symmetric nilpotent matrices

with arbitary indices. Let U be defined as in (112), N0 be the matrix A of

(111) with a = 0. Then N0 is nilpotent of index and order » and is indecom-

posable.

The matrix

• 0       0       a0

• 0        ao       ai

• ao      ai       a2

■ a„_4   an_3   an_2

• a„_3   a„_2   a„_i.

for any polynomial /(A) with coefficients a< in g. We may write

/(x)=-/i(x2) + x/2(x2).

Then/<(x2) is the square of a polynomial in x with coefficients in g if and only

if its coefficients are squares in g. We now have the theorem :

Theorem 39. Let A(x) =/i(x2) or/2(x2) according as » is odd or even. Then

Uf(No) is alternate if and only if hix)=0 and is semi-definite if and only if

h(x)=[g(x)]2f¿0.

For we observe that the only elements on the main diagonal of Uf(N0)

axe zeros and the complete set of coefficients of hix). Thus Uf(No) alternate

implies that h(x)=0; Uf(N0) semi-definite implies that hix) is a square.

(140) Uf{No) =

0        0

0        0

0        a0
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The matrices f(N0), Uf(N0) are non-singular if and only if a0^0. In par-

ticular U(I+No) is non-singular. By Theorem 39 it is definite. We now write

£/(/ + N0) = P'P, N = PNoP-1.

Since UN0 = No' U we have P'PNo = N¿P'P, PNoP~x = N =P'~XN¿P' = N',

and N' is symmetric.

We have thus proved the existence of an indecomposable nilpotent sym-

metric matrix N of any order «. Every nilpotent matrix is similar to a direct

sum of indecomposable nilpotent matrices, we form such a direct sum and

obtain the result :

Theorem 40. There exist symmetric nilpotent matrices with any indices.

6. Primary matrices. We shall require the following lemma:

Lemma 23. Let a?¿0 be in g, ei~^e2zz • • • ^«<^1, be integers such that

ei>l. Then there exists a symmetric nilpotent matrix N with ex, ■ ■ ■ , et as in-

dices and a symmetric matrix Q commutative with N such that

(.4.) (Q °       )
\0  Q(a + N)J

is semi-definite.

For let us take

\o  nJ

where the index of Ni is ei>l. Then we choose Nu^O to have order ei and be

indecomposable, Ni to be the matrix

PNoP-1,       P'P = U(I + No)

as in §5. If

/öi o\
e = (o o)>     e' = /(JV')'

then Q is symmetric and commutative with N. Moreover (141) is semi-defi-

nite if and only if

(.42) (O' °        )
\0    Öi(a + A^,)/

is semi-definite. The matrix (142) is congruent to

(P'QiP 0 \
(143) (    V ).

\    0       P'Qi(a + Ni)P/
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Now P'fiNx)P = P'PP-ifiNx)P = P'PfiNo) = U{I+No)f(No). If ex is even,
we take QX = I+NX and have

P'f{Nx)P = U{I + No)(I + No) = U{I + No2)

alternate by Theorem 39. Also

P'Qxia + NX)P = Uil + A02)(a + A0) = £/(a + aA02 + N0+ N03)

is semi-definite. But then the matrix (143) congruent to (142) is semi-definite,

and so is (141). Similarly when ex is odd we take /(Nx) =QX = NX+NX3,

P'QXP = UiNo + No3),    P'QÁa + NX)P = UiN02 + N0* + aN0 + aN03).

The first of these matrices is alternate, the second is semi-definite since now

«i^3, and A7 ^0.
We next prove the lemma:

Lemma 24. Let M be a symmetric matrix with elements in an infinite field g,

and let Q be symmetric and commutative with M such that

<144) (Q    ° ^
\0  QM/

is semi-definite. Then the matrix

/0 M\

045) *-(,o)

is similar to a symmetric matrix B, and there exists a matrix S = S' commutative

with B such that

<146) (S °)\0 SB/

is semi-definite.

Since g is infinite we apply Theorem 8 to obtain a quantity b ̂  0 in g such

that the matrix biI+Q2M is definite. Then

(147)
). - (Q    b2)

\b2 QM/

is semi-definite since (144) is semi-definite. But

<148)
Q   b2I

b2I QM

0   b2I + b-^M

b2I QM
= | b*I + Q2M\ ^ 0,

.so that Qo is a definite symmetric matrix, and we may write
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(149) Qo = Po'Po,

where P0 is non-singular. Also

}oBo = (
b2   QM\

(150) QoB0 = [    _.   ~    ),        B¿Qo = QoBo
,QM b2M/

by direct computation. Then P¿ PoB0 = B¿ P0'Po-

The matrix B = PoBoPô~x is now the desired symmetric matrix. Take

S = (PiT1) 'SoPo"1 congruent to So given by

(151) (Q    Q\\Q qmJ

Then So is semi-definite and so is S. The matrix

/0 M\     / Q   QM\
(152) SoBo = SA ) = [ ) = B¿St

\7  0 /     \QM QMJ

is also semi-definite. Now SB=BS = (P0' )-xSoPo-xPoB0Po-x = (Po-1) '(S0Bo)P¿-1

is congruent to SoB0 and is semi-definite. This proves that (146) is semi-

definite and completes the proof of our lemma.

We use Lemma 24 to prove a fundamental-result :

Theorem 41. A primary matrix B with elements in a field g of character-

istic two is similar in % to a symmetric matrix if and only if the minimum func-

tion of B is not an irreducible inseparable polynomial.

For if B has an irreducible inseparable minimum function and B0 is sym-

metric and similar to/J,the field g [B0] is inseparable, contrary to Theorem38.

Conversely let the minimum function of B be not an irreducible inseparable

polynomial. Then the argument of §4 together with Theorem 40 reduces the

proof of our theorem to the question of the existence of a symmetric matrix B

with arbitrary indices

(153) 0-ei£<»&--'fe«t21,        e > 1,

and with

(154) (x2k -a)' (a in g)

as minimum function, x2k — a irreducible in g. By Theorem 40 there exists a

symmetric nilpotent matrix A7 with indices d, ■ ■ ■ , et. The matrix M = aIt+N

has the same indices as N, where f=ex+ ■ ■ ■ +eh and so does

(155) CO
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by Theorem 30. We use Lemma 24 and choose the symmetric matrix M so

that there exists an M2 similar to (155) and having the further property of

Lemma 24. By Theorem 30 the matrix M2 has the same indices as N. Its char-

acteristic function is (x2 — a)f. An evident induction yields a matrix Mk which

is symmetric and is the desired matrix B.

A field g which is perfect has the property that there are no inseparable

polynomials over g. For example every finite field is perfect. But then

Lemma 11 and Theorem 41 give the following theorem :

Theorem 42. Every square matrix with elements in a perfect field g of char-

acteristic two is similar in g to a symmetric matrix.

7. Orthogonal equivalence of primary matrices. We have reduced the

problem of the orthogonal equivalence of primary symmetric matrices to the

case of matrices with characteristic function ix2k — a)f, x2k — a irreducible in g,

The case a = 0 is the case of nilpotent matrices. We may now easily show that

two matrices may be similar and not orthogonally equivalent. Since the first

part of our problem is that of the orthogonal equivalence of symmetric nil-

potent matrices, and since, even in this case, the only criteria are of a neces-

sarily complicated nature, we shall restrict our attention to the nilpotent

case. It is the only case occurring when g is perfect.

Every symmetric nilpotent matrix A with indices ex, ■ ■ ■ , et is similar in

g to

(156) N = diag [Ai, • •• , Nt],

where Ni is nilpotent of index and order e¿ and may be taken to be symmetric

by Theorem 41. Then N is symmetric and

(157) A = LÑL-1, L'L = Q,

is commutative with N by Lemma 20. This last condition states that

(158) Q = (Qh), QiiNs = NQit ii, j = 1, ■ • • , t),

so that in particular the Qu are polynomials in A7,. Also by Lemma 21 if

(159) Ao = LoNLo~\        Qo = UL0,

and A 0 is similar to A, then A 0 is orthogonally equivalent to A if and only if

Q0 = C'QC is congruent to Q under a transformation whose matrix C is com-

mutative with N. These are the formal orthogonal equivalence conditions.

We first study the case where N = Nx is indecomposable. By the proof of

Theorem 40 we may choose N so that

(160) P'P = Uil + No),        N = PNoP-1,
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with (140) holding. Now

(161) Q = Q(N),       Qo = Qo(N),       C = C(N)

are all polynomials in N and our condition is simply

(162) Qo = CQ*

The matrix Q is definite if and only if P'QP = P'PQ(N0) = U(I+N0)Q(N0)
is definite. Write

(163) f(No) = (I + No)Q(No).

Since 7+Ao is non-singular there exists a Q(N0) for any f(N0). But Theorem

39 gives necessary and sufficient conditions that Uf(N0) be definite. Moreover

if fo(No) = (I+No)Qa, then Ufo(N0) may be definite for many polynomials

Qo^QC2. In fact iîf=fi+N0f2, then fC2 =fiC2+N0f2C2 =fi0+N0f2o if and only
if 7*io —fiC2,f2o=f2C2. For example, if e = 3, we may explicitly compute Uf(N0)

which is definite if and only if a0 = b02 ¿¿0,a2 = b22,

f(No) = (oo + biN)2 + a2N0.

We write c(N0) =c0+CiN0+c2No2, [c(No)]2 = c02+Ci2N02, so that

[c(No)]2f(No) = [boco + (cobi + Cih)No]2 + Co2a2NQ.

Nowfo(N0) = (do+diN)2+d2No= [c(N0)]2f(No) for some c(N0) if and only if

do = b0Co, di = Cobi+Cib0, d2 = c02a2. Then Co = dob0-x and Ci=(di — Cobi)bo~x are

determined. But d2 is at our choice and can be given distinct from c02a2.

Notice that in general our first condition isfi0 = c2fi which may always have a

solution c, but that this solution may not satisfy /20 =f2c2.

Theorem 43. There exist similar indecomposable symmetric nilpotent mat-

rices which are not orthogonally equivalent.

Decomposable nilpotent matrices need not be orthogonally decomposable.

A very simple example may be obtained as follows. Let

«-a A-a-
The matrix A is a nilpotent matrix of index two in g of characteristic two and

is similar in g to

If A were orthogonally equivalent to a direct sum, the components would be

necessarily nilpotent of index two, hence A would be orthogonal to
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laN   0 \
(164) ( ),

\ 0   bN/

a, b not zero and in g. For the only two-rowed nilpotent symmetric matrices

are multiples of the N above, and A has rank two, aô^O. But (164) is non-

alternate, while A is alternate and cannot even be congruent to (164).

8. Reduction to primary components. Consider first the question of re-

ducing a /-symmetric matrix to primary components. We let g be an arbi-

trary field and let / be an involution defined by

(165) AJ = ErlA'E,

where E' = eE is non-singular, e= ±1. Suppose that

(166) A' -SA,       5 = ± 1,

and that

/G 0\
(167) '-'C*)^'

where G and H axe relatively prime according to our definition. Then

EAJ = A'E = bEA,

/G  0\ /G'  0 \
(168) 5PPI IP-1 = P'-'f IP'P,

\0  E) \0   E'J

so that

/G  0\      /ÔG'    0 \
(169) P'PPI )= )P'PP.

\0  EJ     Vo   SE'/

By Lemma 12 we have

/Pi   0\
(170) P'EP = ( ),        E{ = eEi,        E{ = eP2.

\0   P2/

Also PiG = hG'Ex, E2H = 5H'E2, so that we have the first part of the following

theorem :

Theorem 44. Let E' = Œ, AJ = E~lA'E = SA, where e = ± 1, 5 = + 1 a«d the

square matrix A has relatively prime components G and H. Then

(171)
/G 0\ /Pi   0\

'■'Ur' w-(ojJ- EI=,E- El"^

and the matrices GJl=ErlG'Ex = hG, Hj2 = E2~1H'E2 = ôH. The components G

and H are not unique, but if
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/Go     0\

(172, A "'(o   „)*'"■

then G0 = Qr1GQx, Ho = Q2~1HQ2, and the replacement of G and H by similar

matrices replaces Ex and E2 by congruent matrices such that

IQ[ EXQX       O     \(173) P„'PPo = r      v      ,        ).
\     O      QÍE&J

The last part of the above is due to Lemma 12 and

(Go   0\      (G  0\ IQX   0\
174) P-'Pol )= JP-'Po, Po = P( ).

\0    H0/      \0  E) \0  Q2)

We now let A 0 be a matrix similar to A and such that A 0J = tA 0. Then

/Go    0\ ILX   0\
(175) Aa = R( ]R-1, R'ER = ( ).

\0   Eo) \0  Lj

If ^o = Z?^Z)-1, where LVD-1, then

/G  0\ /Go   0\(176, "UJWH.J^
so that

/Ci   0\
(177) PP = P( ),        G = Cr1GoCi,        E0 = CrlEoC2.

\ 0 c2/

Moreover E^D'ED = Z,

/Pi   0\      (C[LXCX      0     \

Hence necessarily Pi and Ei are congruent ; L2 and P2 are congruent. Hence

we may replace G0 and H0 by similar matrices and take EX = L\, E2 = L2. We

may now prove the following theorem :

Theorem 45. Let A0J = SAo be similar to A of Theorem 44. Then A0 is

J-orthogonally equivalent to A only if

(Go   0\ /Pi   0\
(179) ¿o = P( ]Rr\        R'ER = { ),

\0  Eo) \0   Ej'

so that GoJl = 5G0, ZJ0/2 = bH0. Moreover A0 is J-orthogonally equivalent to A if

and only if Go is Jx-orthogonally equivalent to G, and Ho is J2-orthogonally

equivalent to H.
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This theorem reduces the problem of /-orthogonal equivalence to the

similar problem for primary matrices. For proof we need only take ¿i = 7ii,

L2 = E2 above and obtain Ci E1C1 = Ei, C/Ci = /i and similarly C/C2 = I2. Thus

Go = CiGCiJ, Ho = C2HC2J as desired.

We apply Theorem 45 to our case of orthogonal equivalence in g of char-

acteristic two. Suppose that A =A' has components G and H. Then

(180)
(Ei   0\

"7P = ( ).

\0   E2

One of Ei and E2 must be definite by Theorem 7. Assume that Ei is definite

so that we may take Ei = 7i to be an identity matrix. Then two cases arise.

In the first case E2 is definite; we may take E2 = I2 and have P'P = 7; P is an

orthogonal matrix and A is orthogonally equivalent to

/cox

\0  77/

where both G and H are symmetric. Moreover

/Go 0 \

A"P'{oB)P--'-
Po-'Po = 7,

is orthogonally equivalent to A if and only if G and G0 are orthogonally

equivalent, and 77 and 770 are orthogonally equivalent.

We next consider the only remaining case, that where E2 is an alternate

matrix. Then H has even order 2s, and we may take

E2 c. :•)•
The matrix H is /2-symmetric by Theorem 42, and

77^ = E2XH'E2.

However G is symmetric. Finally if A 0 is similar to A, then necessarily

/Go   0\ //i   0\

'"'•(o J""-    ,f"'-(, J'
if A o is to be orthogonally equivalent to A. We apply this result to prove the

following theorem:

Theorem 46. There exist symmetric matrices A which have symmetric rela-

tively prime components G, 77 and are such that A is not orthogonally equivalent

to any direct sum
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(Go    0\

(181) (o nj

for Go similar to G, H0 similar to H.

For let us construct any symmetric matrix G* whose characteristic func-

tion is prime to that of 77, where

Then HJ* = ErxH'E2 = H by direct computation. Also

('-■ °W'pV   0     7f2/

is definite. Hence

(G 0\
A = P( ]P-X

\0  77/

is symmetric and has G and 77 as components. But if A were orthogonally

equivalent to (181), we could apply Theorem 44 to see that E2 is congruent to

the identity matrix I2e. But this is impossible since E2 is alternate.

We now use the form of (180) to prove the theorem:

Theorem 47. A matrix A with elements in afield g of characteristic two is

similar to a symmetric matrix if and only if the minimum function of A is not

a product of distinct inseparable irreducible polynomials.

For every symmetric A is similar to a direct sum of its relatively prime

primary components. By (180) and Theorem 45 one of these primary com-

ponents Bi is similar to a symmetric matrix. But then Theorem 41 implies

that the minimum function of Bi; which is a factor of that of A, is not an in-

separable irreducible polynomial. Conversely let A have minimum function

f(x) = g(x)■h(x),

where g(x) and h(x) are relatively prime, h(x) is the product of all irreducible

inseparable factors oif(x) whose second power does not divide f(x). By Theo-

rem 41 corresponding to each distinct power [gi(x) ]e' of an irreducible poly-

nomial occurring in the factorization of g(x) into such factors there corre-

sponds a symmetric matrix G, which is a primary component of A. Their

direct sum is a symmetric component G of A. By Theorem 36 correspond-

* In particular we might take G to define a symmetric separable field, S nilpotent.
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ing to each irreducible factor A¿(x) of h(x) there is an indecomposable matrix

Hi with hi(x) as characteristic function and such that £, is alternate,

ErlHi Ei = Hi. The direct sum of the Hi is a matrix H which is a component

of A such that A is similar to

(G 0\

Vo e)'      G = G''      E'1H'E = E'

where E is the alternate matrix which is the direct sum of the Et. But

// 0\ (G 0\

is symmetric by Theorem 44 and is similar to A.

University of Chicago,

Chicago, III.


